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Buddy - William Joyce 2018-06-12
Get to know the gorilla who was raised like a human in this “captivating”
(School Library Journal) picture book classic inspired by a true story
from the brilliant mind that brought you The Fantastic Flying Books of
Mr. Morris Lessmore. Gertrude Lintz loved animals. And she had dozens,
never mind that she lived in New York City. But one baby was her
favorite, and she took care of this baby just like any other mother would.
Except there was one difference: The baby was actually a baby gorilla
named Buddy. Gertrude raises Buddy like a civilized human, but can—or,
rather, should—wild animals be civilized? Based on the true story of
Gertrude Lintz, the most famous dog breeder of the 1930s, Buddy is a
moving, high-spirited adventure about a gorilla’s life in the city, and how
the urban jungle can’t really compare to a real one.
Pip Bartlett's Guide to Magical Creatures (Pip Bartlett #1) Maggie Stiefvater 2015-04-28
From bestselling authors Maggie Stiefvater and Jackson Pearce comes an
exciting new series full of magical creatures, whimsical adventures, and
quirky illustrations. Here’s a list of things Pip Bartlett can talk to:
Unicorns Miniature Silky Griffins Bitterflunks Basically, all magical
creatures Here’s a list of things she can’t talk to (at least, not very well):
Parents Teachers Basically, all people Because of a Unicorn Incident at
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her school (it was an accident!), Pip is spending the summer with her
Aunt Emma at the Cloverton Clinic for Magical Creatures. At first, it’s all
fun, games, and chatting with Hobgrackles, but when Fuzzles appear and
start bursting into flame at the worst possible places, Pip and her new
friend Tomas must take action. Because if the mystery of the Fuzzles
isn’t solved soon, both magical and unmagical creatures are going to be
in a lot of trouble.
The Egypt Game - Zilpha Keatley Snyder 2012-10-23
The first time Melanie Ross meets April Hall, she’s not sure they have
anything in common. But she soon discovers that they both love anything
to do with ancient Egypt. When they stumble upon a deserted storage
yard, Melanie and April decide it’s the perfect spot for the Egypt Game.
Before long there are six Egyptians, and they all meet to wear costumes,
hold ceremonies, and work on their secret code. Everyone thinks it’s just
a game until strange things start happening. Has the Egypt Game gone
too far?
The Numberlys - William Joyce 2014-05-27
From the team who brought you The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr.
Morris Lessmore comes an alphabet tale extraordinaire! Once upon a
time there was no alphabet, only numbers… Life was…fine. Orderly. Dull
as gray paint. Very…numberly. But our five jaunty heroes weren’t willing
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to accept that this was all there could be. They knew there had to be
more. So they broke out hard hats and welders, hammers and glue guns,
and they started knocking some numbers together. Removing a piece
here. Adding a piece there. At first, it was awful. But the five kept at it,
and soon it was…artful! One letter after another emerged, until there
were twenty-six. Twenty-six letters—and they were beautiful. All colorful,
shiny, and new. Exactly what our heroes didn’t even know they were
missing. And when the letters entered the world, something truly
wondrous began to happen…Pizza! Jelly beans! Color! Books! Based on
the award-winning app, this is William Joyce and Moonbot’s Metropolisinspired homage to everyone who knows there is more to life than shades
of black and gray.
DAY W/WILBUR ROBINSON LB - Joyce W 1990-10-05
While spending the day in the Robinson household, Wilbur's best friend
joins in the search for Grandfather Robinson's missing false teeth and
meets one wacky relative after another.
A Day with Wilbur Robinson - William Joyce 1993-09-30
While spending the day in the Robinson household, Wilbur's best friend
joins in the search for Grandfather Robinson's missing false teeth and
meets one wacky relative after another.
Free Fall - David Wiesner 1991-09-18
When he falls asleep with a book in his arms, a young boy dreams an
amazing dream-about dragons, about castles, and about an unchartered,
faraway land. And you can come along.
George Shrinks - William Joyce 2017-06-27
A mouse-sized kid tackles giant-sized tasks in this classic picture book
from the brilliant mind that brought you The Fantastic Flying Books of
Mr. Morris Lessmore. When he wakes up a tenth of his normal size,
unflappable George doesn’t mind at all. Now he can fly his toy plane, for
real! Swim with this goldfish! Sled down the dishes on a sponge! But
reality soon sets in: how will he be able to make his bed, brush his teeth,
or take care of his baby brother—when he’s no bigger than a spoon?
And…is that a cat lurking ‘round the corner? William Joyce’s classic,
which was made into an Emmy Award–winning television show, is back!
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King Arthur's Very Great Grandson - Kenneth Kraegel 2012-07-24
On his sixth birthday, Henry Alfred Grummorson, a descendant of King
Arthur and would-be knight, sets out for adventure but neither dragon,
nor cyclops, nor griffin, nor leviathan is willing to engage in a real battle.
Snowie Rolie - William Joyce 2017-11-07
Way up high in the Rolie Polie Sky is a little round planet of a really swell
guy… Olie’s Rolie Polie world has turned snowy! But when the sun turns
back on, what will happen to Olie’s new buddy, Mr. Snowie? Find out in
this classic picture book-turned-beloved-TV-show from the brilliant mind
that brought you The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore.
Rolie Polie Olie wishes his world would turn snowy, but it’s forever
sunny—until one day when the sun blows a bulb. Olie’s wish comes true,
and—joy, oh joy—it snows! Rolie and his sister Zowie build a snowman
buddy, Mr. Snowie, to join in on their snow day adventures. But when the
sun gets a new bulb, all is not bright: Mr. Snowie is in danger of melting!
There’s only one solution: a rocket trip to Chillsville. Past the dangerous
North Wind, Rolie, Zowie, and Mr. Snowie find a cool world filled with
frosty friends to eat snowball pie and dance a chilly cha-cha with. And
then they get the greatest surprise of all—a visit from Klanky Klaus! Talk
about one awesome snow day!
Meet the Robinsons: The Chapter Book - Jasmine Jones 2007-02-20
When Lewis, an orphan, has his most ambitious project--the Memory
Scanner--stolen, Wilbur, a boy from the future, whisks Lewis into the
future to help him hunt down the thief, save the future, and uncover the
secret of Lewis' future family.
Santa Calls - William Joyce 2017-10-10
Three kids venture to the North Pole to help Santa defeat an army of evil
elves in this holiday classic from the brilliant mind that brought you The
Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore. Art Atchinson
Aimesworth—inventor, crime fighters, and all-around whiz kid—journeys
north with his sister, Esther, and his pal Spaulding, by special invitation
from Santa himself. Why did Santa call them to the North Pole? Art
wants to know. But when Esther is taken by the Queen of the Dark Elves,
Art must put his questions aside and save his sister. This reissue of
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William Joyce’s epic Christmas adventure now comes complete with liftthe-flap letters from Santa himself!
Big Time Olie - William Joyce 2018-04-03
Poor Olie. He’s is too Rolie big to do this, too Rolie small to do that. But a
turn with the shrink-and-grow-a-lator should fix all that…until Olie grows
too much in this classic picture book-turned-beloved-TV-show from the
brilliant mind that brought you The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris
Lessmore. Rolie Polie Olie grows a little every day, but his parents say
he’s still not big enough for a trip to Mount Big Ball. At the same time
Pappy says Olie is too big to jump on his bed! Olie feels like he isn’t the
right size for anything. Then he gets a big and really bad idea: He’ll use
the shrink-and-grow-a-lator. But he presses the wrong button, and now
he’s a small as his sister Zowie’s dollies! Olie finds the “bigger” button
lickety-split and up, up, UP he grows… But being grown up isn’t all it’s
cracked up to be either. Olie bonks his head on the moon, burns his
bottom on the sun, and lands with a big KABOOM on Mount Big Ball.
Lost and lonely and so, so tall, Olie wishes he could be back to being just
plain Olie!
Bently & Egg - William Joyce 2017-04-04
A shy, singing frog is left in charge of a very special egg that changes his
life.
Meet the Robinsons: A Family for Lewis - Sadie Chesterfield
2007-02-20
When Lewis, an orphan, has his most ambitious project--the Memory
Scanner--stolen, Wilbur Robinson, a boy from the future, whisks Lewis
into the future, and along the way he meets the Robinsons' family.
The Mischievians - William Joyce 2013-10-22
Where’s my homework? Who took my other sock? What’s that in my belly
button? The creators of the #1 New York Times bestselling and Academy
Award–winning The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore have
found the answers to these and other life mysteries…and no, it’s not your
fault! Strange smells. Disappearing remotes. That itch you just can’t
reach. It’s not your fault! It’s the Mischievians, an ancient race of global
mischief-makers who do all the things that embarrass you. All the things
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that bug you. All the things that YOU get blamed for! There is no cause
for alarm (sorta). Come meet the Homework Eater, the fiend who steals
your homework! See the Endroller, the villain who uses up ALL the toilet
paper! Discover the Yawn Mower, the creature who makes you yawn at
the worst possible time! And many, many more. Read on, and be free.
The Art of Meet the Robinsons - Tracey Miller-Zarneke 2007-03-01
Lewis is a brilliant twelve-year-old with a surprising number of clever
inventions to his credit. His latest and most ambitious project is the
Memory Scanner, which he hopes will retrieve early memories of his
mother and maybe even reveal why she put him up for adoption. But
before he can get his answer, his invention is stolen by the dastardly
Bowler Hat Guy and his diabolical hat—and constant companion—Doris.
Lewis has all but given up his search for the Memory Scanner when
Wilbur Robinson, a boy from the future, whisks our bewildered hero
away into a great big beautiful tomorrow. In a world filled with flying
cars and floating cities, they hunt down Bowler Hat Guy, save the future
and uncover the amazing secret of Lewis’ future family.
A Day with Wilbur Robinson - William Joyce 2006-08-22
Come meet the Robinsons: Young Wilbur has a robot. Uncle Art has his
own flying saucer. Cousin Laszlo has an antigravity device. The butler is
an octopus. It's snowing in the east wing. And somebody left the Time
Machine on, so . . . Well, perhaps you'd care to read what happens next.
From William Joyce, creator of the Emmy-winning Rolie Polie Olie as well
as author and illustrator of a stack of whimsy-based entertainments for
children and like-minded adults.
Meet the Robinsons - Disney 2007-02-13
When Lewis, an orphan, has his most ambitious project--the Memory
Scanner--stolen, Wilbur Robinson, a boy from the future, whisks Lewis
into the future to help him hunt down the thief, save the future, and
uncover the secret of Lewis' future family.
Billy's Booger - William Joyce 2015-06-02
Billy's wild imagination gets him into trouble at school, but a creative
writing contest could be the perfect opportunity for him to shine.
Why'd They Wear That? - Sarah Albee 2015
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A narrative chronicle of fashion through the ages describes the
outrageous, politically perilous and life-threatening creations people
have worn in different historical eras, from spats and togas to hoop skirts
and hair shirts. 15,000 first printing.
The Girl in the Well Is Me - Karen Rivers 2017-02-28
When you move somewhere new, you get to be someone new. I was
ready. Sixth-grader Kammie Summers’s plan to be one of the popular
girls at school hasn’t gone the way she hoped. She’s fallen into a well
during a (fake) initiation into the Girls’ club. Now she’s trapped in the
dark, counting the hours, hoping to be rescued. (The Girls have gone for
help, haven’t they?) As the hours go by, Kammie’s real-life trouble mixes
with memories of the best and worst moments of her life so far, including
the awful reasons her family moved to this new town in the first place.
And as she begins to feel hungry and thirsty and dizzy, Kammie discovers
she does have visitors, including a French-speaking coyote and goats
that just might be zombies. But they can’t get her out of the well. (Those
Girls are coming back, aren’t they?) “Moving, suspenseful, and
impossible to put down.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review “Darkly
humorous . . . Honest and forthcoming.” —The New York Times Book
Review “I dare you to pick up this riveting novel without reading straight
through to its heart-stopping conclusion.” —Katherine Applegate,
Newbery Medal–winning author of The One and Only Ivan
Eloise in Paris - Kay Thompson 2011-11-15
Bonjour! Here's the thing of it: Paris has just been discovered by Eloise
the little girl from the Plaza... Here is what Eloise does in Paris:
everything. The effect is rawther extraordinaire. If you come to Paris
with Eloise you will always be glad you did.
Sleepy Time Olie - William Joyce 2018-04-03
Olie must find a way to turn Pappy’s frown upside down—all before
bedtime—in this classic picture book-turned-beloved-TV-show from the
brilliant mind that brought you The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris
Lessmore. It’s bedtime in the Rolie Polie world, but where oh where is
Pappy? He’s fallen down and bonked his head and can’t unfrown! Olie
can’t go to sleep without a bedtime story from Pappy, but can Olie cheer
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him up in time? Olie’s super silly ray should do the trick! A most unusual
bedtime book and a lovely ode to the importance of grandparents.
Big Wonderful Thing - Stephen Harrigan 2019-10-01
The story of Texas is the story of struggle and triumph in a land of
extremes. It is a story of drought and flood, invasion and war, boom and
bust, and of the myriad peoples who, over centuries of conflict, gave rise
to a place that has helped shape the identity of the United States and the
destiny of the world. “I couldn’t believe Texas was real,” the painter
Georgia O’Keeffe remembered of her first encounter with the Lone Star
State. It was, for her, “the same big wonderful thing that oceans and the
highest mountains are.” Big Wonderful Thing invites us to walk in the
footsteps of ancient as well as modern people along the path of Texas’s
evolution. Blending action and atmosphere with impeccable research,
New York Times best-selling author Stephen Harrigan brings to life with
novelistic immediacy the generations of driven men and women who
shaped Texas, including Spanish explorers, American filibusters,
Comanche warriors, wildcatters, Tejano activists, and spellbinding
artists—all of them taking their part in the creation of a place that
became not just a nation, not just a state, but an indelible idea. Written
in fast-paced prose, rich with personal observation and a passionate
sense of place, Big Wonderful Thing calls to mind the literary spirit of
Robert Hughes writing about Australia or Shelby Foote about the Civil
War. Like those volumes it is a big book about a big subject, a book that
dares to tell the whole glorious, gruesome, epically sprawling story of
Texas.
A Day with Wilbur Robinson - William Joyce 2017-04-25
While spending the day in the Robinson household, Wilbur’s best friend
Lewis helps search for Grandfather Robinson’s missing false teeth in this
classic picture book from William Joyce that inspired the Disney
animated sci-fi comedy, Meet the Robinsons! No need to knock, just step
right in. You’re just in time to two-step with Grandfather Robinson and
his dancing frog band. Cousin Laszlo is demonstrating his new
antigravity device. And Uncle Art’s flying saucer is parked out back. It
seems like all the Robinson relatives are here, so be prepared. And keep
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your head down…Uncle Gaston is testing out the family cannon. Oh, and
watch where you sit, Grandpa’s lost his teeth again. Welcome to the
Robinson’s.
Ollie's Odyssey - William Joyce 2016-04-12
In the secret realm of toys, there are many mysteries.
Rolie Polie Olie - William Joyce 2017-06-27
Way up high in the Rolie Polie Sky is a little round planet of a really swell
guy… Follow along as Olie and Zowie Polie go on fantastical adventures
in this classic picture book-turned-beloved-TV-show from the brilliant
mind that brought you The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris
Lessmore. Rolie Polie Olie lives on a fantastical planet of blue skies and
friendly robots, where every day is a surprise and literally everything
comes to life. Reminiscent of the happy cartoon shorts of the 1930s, the
whole mechanical Rolie Polie family Ping-Pongs around their smiley
teapot house, playing and having fun from morning to noon to night. In
Rolie Polie Olie land, it’s one for all and all for one, little sister Zowie
worships her big brother, and ever-loyal Spot is a pal to the end of time.
And when things go wrong and all seems lost, a rumba dance can make
everything okey dokey once again.
4001 A.D. - Matt Kindt 2016-10-12
The most ambitious comics event of 2016 brings war to the 41st century with Rai leading the charge! One hundred years from today, Father - the
benevolent artificial intelligence that governs the island nation of Japan will gain sentience. To defend its borders, Father will take drastic action
by launching Japan into space...where its people will thrive in isolation,
away from the overpopulated and resource-deprived planet below. Over
the centuries, as New Japan orbits our increasingly unstable world, it will
become a model society - one built on peace, prosperity... and FatherÕs
control. A thousand years from today, Father will create the first Rai,
founding a lineage of technologically enhanced heroes engineered to
defend New Japan and sworn to protect it from all enemies. For
hundreds of years into the future, the Rai will single-handedly enforce
New JapanÕs justice well...and serve Father without question. Now, at
the dawn of 4001 A.D., the latest Rai is about to inherit the dark truth
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behind the origin of his kind...and discover the sinister secret at the
heart of FatherÕs existence. For New Japan to live, Earth must die...and
as Rai challenges his former master for the first time in more than a
millennium, the lone guardian of New Japan will be cast out of his own
FatherÕs kingdom... Exiled from the only realm heÕs ever known, Rai
now walks the ravaged world of 4001 A.D. in search of forgotten heroes
like himself... on a mission to collect the last surviving legends of a
broken planet...and to forge a rebellion with the power to bring the most
advanced civilization in history crashing back down to Earth. New York
Times best-selling writer Matt Kindt (DIVINITY II) and superstar artist
Clayton Crain (X-Force) bring their startling vision of the year 4001 A.D.
to new heights...with the fate of New Japan floating in the balance!
Collecting 4001 A.D. #1Ð4.
Dinosaur Bob and His Adventures with the Family Lazardo - William
Joyce 2017-04-25
A family brings a most unusual souvenir home after vacation in this
classic picture book from the brilliant mind that brought you The
Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore. The Lazardo family has
brought back a peculiar souvenir from their trip to Africa…a dinosaur!
Ah, but Bob is the friendly sort of dinosaur. The kind who enjoys playing
the trumpet and tossing around a baseball. Bob is an instant
neighborhood hit…until his love of chasing cars with his dog pals stirs up
trouble with the police for “disturbing the peace.” But it’s the Pimlico
Pirates’ opening game and Bob’s love of baseball might just be his getout-of-jail-free card…
The Wretched Stone - Chris Van Allsburg 1991
A strange glowing stone picked up on a sea voyage captivates a ship's
crew and has a terrible transforming effect on them.
Meet the Robinsons: The Junior Novel - Irene Trimble 2007-02-20
When Lewis, an orphan, has his most ambitious project--the Memory
Scanner--stolen, Wilbur Robinson, a boy from the future, whisks Lewis
into the future to help him hunt down the thief, save the future, and
uncover the secret of Lewis' future family.
The Man in the Moon - William Joyce 2011-09-06
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In the first book of a multibook series, find out how a round, jolly baby
became the great white hope of the Milky Way—and ringleader of the
Guardians of Childhood. Up there in the sky. Don’t you see him? No, not
the moon. The Man in the Moon. He wasn’t always a man. Nor was he
always on the moon. He was once a child. Like you. Until a battle, a
shooting star, and a lost balloon sent him on a quest. Meet the very first
guardian of childhood. MiM, the Man in the Moon.
Life with Bob Board Book - William Joyce 1998-09-19
This creative story combines the fun personalities of a dinosaur and a
boy. Full-color illustrations.
Jack Frost - William Joyce 2020-09-15
The Guardians’ powers are put to the ultimate test in their final battle in
this thrilling conclusion to the epic chapter book series from William
Joyce. When we last saw the Guardians, they were celebrating their
victory during Bright Night, the final great Battle of the Moon, where
they defeated Pitch once and for all. Or so they thought. Now, many
years later, the Guardians have settled into their final selves, embracing
their public images and the Earth Holidays. But the world has not been
without evil since Pitch’s imprisonment. All the Guardians feel the weight
of lurking menace, but Jack Frost—now half human, half of his former
self Nightlight—feels it the most. Jack’s transition from Nightlight to
Guardian was not an easy one. Always inclined to keep to himself, Jack
has become especially isolated from the other Guardians since his
transformation. Yet it is Jack who Ombric Shalazar (once a great wizard,
now known as Father Time) trusts with a tremendous secret. But for Jack
to fully understand this secret, he must revisit his past—and finally tell
his story. Jack’s story, however, isn’t the only one to be reopened; an old
enemy whose chapter we thought closed will reappear and with him
bring a darkness and destruction that will test the Guardians like never
before. It’s a battle of superlatives—the worse fighting the greatest, but
where, oh where, is Jack?
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NICHOLAS CRICKET LB - Maxner 1989-10-05
Nicholas Cricket and the other members of the Bug-a-Wug Cricket Band
lead all the forest creatures in a musical celebration of the night.
The World of William Joyce - William Joyce 1997-08-07
A blend of sophistication and fun, this 1998 calendar showcases artwork
from William Joyce's award-winning classics, including The Leaf Men and
Santa Calls, and offers a sneak peek at the vast variety of inspirations on
his life and work.
Meet the Robinsons: Keep Moving Forward - Katherine Emmons
2007-02-20
These 8 x 8 paperback storybooks retell the story from Walt Disney
Pictures' latest animated motion picture "Meet the Robinsons," set for
theatrical release on March 30, 2007. Full color.
The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore - William Joyce
2012-06-19
The book that inspired the Academy Award–winning short film, from New
York Times bestselling author and beloved visionary William Joyce.
Morris Lessmore loved words. He loved stories. He loved books. But
every story has its upsets. Everything in Morris Lessmore’s life, including
his own story, is scattered to the winds. But the power of story will save
the day. Stunningly brought to life by William Joyce, one of the
preeminent creators in children’s literature, The Fantastic Flying Books
of Mr. Morris Lessmore is a modern masterpiece, showing that in today’s
world of traditional books, eBooks, and apps, it’s story that we truly
celebrate—and this story, no matter how you tell it, begs to be read again
and again.
Meet the Robinsons: The Movie Storybook - Barbara Bazaldua
2007-02-20
Young fans of the new Disney all CG, animated film can relive the
adventures of Lewis and his futuristic family in a photo-packed storybook
that contains photos from the movie on every page. Original.
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